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Fly Board Air, how it works, maybe? Invented in big part at least by Franky Zapata
My Little Theory. SEE crazy Video here...
So just how could this work? Now his water based board moves enough water to propel a good-sized man [not my
size, a good size as in 160 pounds] STRAIGHT UP, with WATER. No easy feat by itself. I first saw this at Hulk
Hogan's Bar in Tampa WOW I was really impressed. BUT how could he do this. WELL Here's my thoughts, unless
pure BS;
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He is not using batteries, [not for lift power] but has a highly compressed H2 Tank of liquid Hydrogen in his
back pack. We are talking NOT scuba sized, but a nice sized fire extinguisher size --- like in the back of your
car].
Battery only to manage his HIGH Speed Gyro. He had to have got the Gyro from some Military dealer.
he probably has a converter/generator to supply power to his directional fans [two], probably DC and linked
directly to the Gyro mech
The MAIN kick comes from his big burner, which burns H2 and blasts it straight down. A YYYUUUGE kick
from this. .
.....Now problems would be ‘course management’ correction, which there is NO way he developed on his
own. If so, he is perhaps some kind of super genius. The Gyro used would be Space Age stuff. The same
kind required to manage rockets/ICBMs!!! Sorry BUT he is clever enough though to have figured out the
simplicity and raw power he would get from burning Hydrogen. He may also use a finely carburetor-type O2
injector, for extra high energy efficiency. SO yes without cracking open a calculator, logs and Calculus
Tables. Yes this is possible, but NOT without the gyro and HE did NOT invent that for sure!
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flyboard_Air

